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ABSTRACT: - Similarity search in multimedia databases requires an efficient support of nearest-neighbor search on a large set of
high-dimensional points as a basic operation for query processing. As recent theoretical results show, state of the art approaches to
nearest-neighbor search are not efficient in higher dimensions. In our new approach, we therefore pre compute the result of any
nearest-neighbor search which corresponds results of page ranking and trust ranking. Page Rank is a proprietary mathematical
formula (algorithm) that Google uses to calculate the importance of a particular web page/URL based on incoming links. The
Page Rank algorithm assigns each web page a numeric value. That value is a particular URL‟s Page Rank. An extensive
experimental evaluation of our tech-unique demonstrates the high efficiency for uniformly distributed as well as real data. We
obtained a significant reduction of the search time compared to nearest neighbor search in the X-tree.
Keywords: - Fast nearest-neighbor search, Information retrieval, spatial index, keyword search.
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two points are from each other. We have seen some modern
I.INTRODUCTION
applications that call for the ability to select objects based on
Keyword search in document performed with various
both of their geometric coordinates and their associated texts.
approaches ranked retrieval results, clustering search results &
For example, it would be fairly useful if a search engine can be
identifying the nearest neighbor Keyword search on xml
used to find the nearest restaurant that offers “steak, spaghetti,
document categorized as two different approaches one is
and brandy” all at the same time. Note that this is not the
Keyword search on xml document which can be performed by
“globally” nearest restaurant (which would have been returned
ranking the searched results based on match or the answer to
by a traditional nearest neighbor query), but the nearest
keyword & finding the nearest neighbor of keyword by using
restaurant among only those providing all the demanded foods
GST or by X path Query. In paper [2] the problem of returning
and drinks.
clustered results for keyword search on documents the core of
There are easy ways to support queries that combine spatial
the semantics is the conceptually related relationship between
and text features. For example, for the above query, we could
keyword matches, which is based on the conceptual
first fetch all the restaurants whose menus contain the set of
relationship between nodes in trees. Then, we propose a new
keywords {steak, spaghetti, brandy}, and then from the
clustering methodology for search results, which clusters
retrieved restaurants, find the nearest one. Similarly, one could
results according to the way they match the given query.
also do it reversely by targeting first the spatial conditions –
A spatial database manages multidimensional objects (such as
browse all the restaurants in ascending order of their distances
points, rectangles, etc.), and provides fast access to those
to the query point until encountering one whose menu has all
objects based on different selection criteria. The importance of
the keywords. The major drawback of these straightforward
spatial databases is reflected by the convenience of modeling
approaches is that they will fail to provide real time answers
entities of reality in a geometric manner. For example,
on difficult inputs. A typical example is that the real nearest
locations of restaurants, hotels, hospitals and so on are often
neighbor lies quite far away from the query point, while all the
represented as points in a map, while larger extents such as
closer neighbors are missing at least one of the query
parks, lakes, and landscapes often as a combination of
keywords. Spatial queries with keywords have not been
rectangles. Many functionalities of a spatial database are
extensively explored. In the past years, the community has
useful in various ways in specific contexts. For instance, in a
sparked enthusiasm in studying keyword search in relational
geography information system, range search can be deployed
databases. It is until recently that attention was diverted to
to find all restaurants in a certain area, while nearest neighbor
multidimensional data.
retrieval can discover the restaurant closest to a given address.
The boom of Internet has given rise to an ever increasing
Today, the widespread use of search engines has made it
amount of text data associated with multiple dimensions
realistic to write spatial queries in a brand new way.
(attributes), for example, customer reviews in shopping
Conventionally, queries focus on objects‟ geometric properties
websites (e.g., Amazon) are always associated with attributes
only, such as whether a point is in a rectangle, or how close
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like price, model, and rate. A traditional OLAP data cube can
be naturally extended to summarize and navigate structured
data together with unstructured text data. Such a cube model is
called text cube [1]. A cell in the text cube aggregates a set of
documents/items with matching attribute values in a subset of
dimensions. Keyword query, one of the most popular and
easy-to-use ways to retrieve useful information from a
collection of plain documents, is being extended to RDBMSs
to retrieve information from text-rich attributes [2], [3]. Given
a set of keywords, existing methods aim to find relevant items
or joins of items (e.g., linked by foreign keys) that contain all
or some of the keywords.
Traditional IR techniques can be used to rank documents
according to the relevance. In a large text database, however,
the number of relevant documents to a query could be large,
and a user has to spend much time reading them. If a
document is associated with attribute information, in a data
cube model (a multidimensional space induced by the
attributes), e.g., the text cube, a cell aggregates the documents
with matching values in a subset of attributes. Such a
collection of documents is associated with each cell,
corresponding to an object that can be directly recommended
to the user for the given query. This paper studies the problem
of keyword-based top-k search in text cube, i.e., given a
keyword query, find the top-k most relevant cells in a text
cube. When users want to retrieve information from a text
cube using keyword question, believe that relevant cells, rather
than relevant documents, are preferred as the answers,
because: 1) relevant cells are easy for users to browse; and 2)
relevant cells provide users insights about the relationship
between the values of relational attributes and the text data.

II. RELATED WORK
In the paper „fast nearest neighbor search with keywords‟,
there are methods like spatial index, inverted index, nearest
neighbor search. The first method spatial index is used for
creating indices because there is huge amount of data need to
be stored for searching that data stored in the form of xml
documents. If the data storage created in the form of indices
then space required is less also time needed for searching the
keyword is less.
Second method is inverted index. The inverted index data
structure is a central component of a typical search engine
indexing algorithm. A goal of a search engine performance is
to optimize the speed of the query: find the documents where
word occurs. Once an index is developed, which provisions
lists of words per document; it is next inverted to develop an
inverted index. Querying the index would require sequential
iteration through each document and to each word to verify a
matching document. The time memory and processing
property to execute such a query are not always theoretically
realistic. Instead of listing the words per article in the index,
the inverted index data structure is developed which lists the
IJVRIN.COM

documents per word. The inverted index produced, the query
can now be determined by jumping to the word id in the
inverted index. These were effectively inverted indexes with a
small amount of supplementary explanation that required a
implausible amount of attempt to produce.
Third method is nearest neighbor search. Nearest neighbor
search (NNS), also identified as closeness search, parallel
search is an optimization problem for finding closest points in
metric spaces.
In the paper „Efficient Keyword-Based
Search for Top-K Cells in Text Cube‟ methods used are
inverted-index one-scan, document sorted-scan, bottom-up
dynamic programming, and search-space ordering. In the top k
cells, there is a searching of nearest key to the query. Cubes
forms clusters of single unique group which shows its identity.
Method like inverted index used for giving index rather than
providing whole data which can be space consuming.

III. IMPLEMENTATION
In this paper, we suggest a new solution to sequential nearest
neighbor search which is based on page ranking and trust
based ranking instead of indexing the data. The solution space
may be characterized by a complete and overlap-free
partitioning of the data space into cells, each containing
exactly one data point. Each cell consists of all potential query
points which have the corresponding data point as a nearest
neighbor. The cells therefore correspond to the d-dimensional
Voronoi cells [PS 85]. Deter-mining the nearest neighbor of a
query point now becomes equivalent to determining the
Voronoi cell in which the query point is located. Since the
Voronoi cells may be rather complex high-dimensional
polyhedral which require too much disk space when stored
explicitly, we approximate the cells by minimum bounding
(hyper-) rectangles and store them in a multidimensional index
structure such as the X-tree [BKK 96]. The nearest neighbor
query now be-comes a simple point query which can be
processed efficiently using the multidimensional index. In
order to obtain a good approximation quality for highdimensional cells, we additionally introduce a new
decomposition technique for high-dimensional spatial objects.
Page Rank
We assume page A has pages T1...Tn which point to it (i.e.,
are citations). The parameter d is a damping factor which can
be set between 0 and 1. We usually set d to 0.85. There are
more details about d in the next section. Also C(A) is defined
as the number of links going out of page A. The PageRank of
a page A is given as follows:
PR(A) = (1-d) + d (PR(T1)/C(T1) + ... + PR(Tn)/C(Tn))
Note that the PageRanks form a probability distribution over
web pages, so the sum of all web pages' PageRanks will be
one.
PageRank or PR(A) can be calculated using a simple iterative
algorithm, and corresponds to the principal eigenvector of the
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normalized link matrix of the web.
An approximation determined from google.
1. PR(Tn) - Each page has a notion of its own selfimportance. That‟s “PR(T1)” for the first page in the
web all the way up to “PR(Tn)” for the last page
2. C(Tn) - Each page spreads its vote out evenly
amongst all of its outgoing links. The count, or
number, of outgoing links for page 1 is “C(T1)”,
“C(Tn)” for page n, and so on for all pages.
3. PR(Tn)/C(Tn) - so if our page (page A) has a
backlink from page “n” the share of the vote page A
will get is “PR(Tn)/C(Tn)”
4. d(... - All these fractions of votes are added together
but, to stop the other pages having too much
influence, this total vote is “damped down” by
multiplying it by 0.85 (the factor “d”)
5. (1 - d) - The (1 – d) bit at the beginning is a bit of
probability math magic so the “sum of all web pages'
PageRanks will be one”: it adds in the bit lost by
the d(.... It also means that if a page has no links to it
(no backlinks) even then it will still get a small PR of
0.15 (i.e. 1 – 0.85).
Approximating the Solution Space
Our new approach to solving the nearest neighbor problem is
based on ranking the solution space. Pre-calculating the
solution space means determining the Voronoi diagram (cf.
figure 1a) of the data points in the database. In the following,
we recall the definition of Voronoi cells as provided in [Roo
91].
Definition 1.(Voronoi Cell, Voronoi Diagram)
Let DB be a database of points. For any subset 𝐴𝜖𝐷𝐵 of size
𝑚 ≔ |𝐴|, 1 ≤ 𝑚 < 𝑛, and a given distance function 𝑑: ℛ 𝑑 ×
ℛ 𝑑 → ℛ0+ , the order-m Voronoi Cell of A is defined as
Voronoi Cell(A):=
𝑥 ∈ ℛ 𝑑 ∀ 𝑝𝑖 ∈ 𝐴 ∀ 𝑃𝑗 ∈ 𝐷𝐵\𝐴 : 𝑑 𝑥, 𝑃𝑖 ≤ 𝑑 𝑥, 𝑃𝑗 }.
The order-m Voronoi diagram of DB is defined as
Voronoi Diagramm (DB):=
(𝑉𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑖𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙(𝐴)|𝐴 ⊂ 𝐷𝐵
𝐴 = 𝑚}.
Note that we are primarily inserted in the nearest neighbor
query point, and that we assume the Voronoi cells to be
bounded by the data space(DS).Therefore, in the following we
only have to consider bounded Voronoi Cells of order 1,
which are also called NN-cells (cf.figure 1b)

Figure 1: Voronoi diagram and NN-diagram
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Definition 2. (NN-cell, NN-Diagram)
For any point 𝑃 ∈ 𝐷𝐵 and a given distance function ,
𝑑: ℛ 𝑑 × ℛ 𝑑 → ℛ0+ the NN-cell of P is defined as
NN-cell(P):=
𝑥 ∈ 𝐷𝑆 ∀(𝑝′ ∈ 𝐷𝐵\{𝑃}): 𝑑(𝑥, 𝑃) ≤ 𝑑(𝑥, 𝑃′)}.
The NN-Diagram of a database of points DB is defined as
NN-Diagram (DB):={𝑁𝑁 − 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙(𝑃)|𝑃 ∈ 𝐷𝐵}.
According to Definition 2, the sum of volumes of all NN-Cells
is the volume of the data space (cf .figure 1b):
𝑁
𝑖=1

𝑣𝑜𝑙 𝑁𝑁 − 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖 = 𝑣𝑜𝑙 𝐷𝑆 .

If we are able to efficiently determine the NN-cells, to
explicitly store them, and to directly find the NN-Cell which
contains a given query point, then the costly nearest neighbor
query could be executed by one access to the corresponding
NN-cell. In general, however, determining the NN-cells is
rather time consuming and requires (at least) Ω(𝑁𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑁) for
𝑑𝜖{1,2} and Ω(𝑁 Γ𝑑/2 ℸ ) for d≥ 3 in the worst case [PS 85] for
an Euclidean distance function. In addition, the space
requirements for the NN-cells (number of k faces of the NNdiagram) are
𝑂(𝑁 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑑+1−𝑘,Γ𝑑/2 ℸ ) for 0 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑑 − 1
in the worst case[Ede 87], making it impossible to store them
explicitly. For a practicable solution, it is therefore necessary
to use approximations of the NN-cells, which is a well-known
technique that has been successfully used for improving the
query processing in the context of geographical databases
[BKS 93]. In principle, any approximation such as (hyper-)
rectangles, rotated (hyper-)rectangles, spheres, ellipsoids, etc.
may be employed. In our application, we use an approximation
of the NN-cells by minimum bounding (hyper-)rectangles and
store them in a multidimensional index structure such as the
X-tree[BKK 96]. The nearest neighbor query can then be
executed by a simple and very efficient point query on this
index. In the following,,we define the approximation of the
NN-cells.
Definition 3. (MBR-approximation of NN-cells)
The MBR approximation APPRMBR of a nearest neighbor cell
(NNC) is the minimum bounding (hyper-) rectangle
MBR=(l1,h1,......,ld,hd) of NNC, i.e. for i=1,......,d:
li = min 𝑃𝑖 𝑃 ∈ 𝑁𝑁𝐶 and ℎ𝑖 = max 𝑝𝑖 𝑝 ∈ 𝑁𝑁𝐶 .
Let us now consider examples of the NN-cells and
their MBR-approximations for a number of different data
distributions. Figure 2a and b show the NN-diagram and the
corresponding approximation diagram for two independent
uniformly distributed dimensions, figure 2c and d show the
two diagrams for a regular multidimensional uniform
distribution, and figure 2e and f show the diagrams for a
sparse distribution. A uniform distribution is usually generated
by using a random number generator to produce the data
values for each of the dimensions independently. This
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generation process produces a data set which –projected onto
each of the dimension axes – provides a uniform distribution.
It does not mean, however, that the data is distributed
uniformly in multidimensional space, i.e. for a partitioning of
the data space into cells of equal size that each

of the cells contains an equal number of data points. A
distribution which fulfills the latter requirement is called a
multidimensional distribution.
Note that the regular multidimensional uniform
distribution corresponds to the best case for our approach and
the sparse distribution corresponds to the worst case: In case
of the regular multidimensional uniform distribution, the MBR
approximations are identical with the NN-cells, which means
that the approximations do not have any over-lap and therefore
a point query on the index accesses only one page. In contrast,
in case of the sparse distribution al-most all approximations
are identical with the DS which means that the approximations
completely overlap and a point query on the index accesses
most data pages.

IV.CONCLUSION
In this paper an optimized page rank algorithm based on
normalization technique has been proposed. In this proposed
scheme the page rank of all web pages are being normalized
by using a mean value factor, which reduces the time
complexity of the conventional page rank algorithm.
Comparative study of the computational characteristics of the
proposed scheme with the previous works signifies that the
proposed page rank algorithm is a better alternative to the
previously introduced page rank algorithm as seen from the
prospect of time complexity and the computational savings. In
the future, the researchers can plan to explore more on the
page rank algorithm based on damping factor to enhance the
performance of the proposed scheme. We finally showed in an
IJVRIN.COM

experimental evaluation that our technique is efficient for
various kinds of data and clearly outperforms the state of the
art nearest-neighbor algorithms.
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